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the appeal of modular processing 
could be compared to the appeal of 

the modern personal electronic communications device. All 
our life is in it and increasingly our tastes and favourites are 
too. Modular processing is all about expressing yourself 
and assembling a killer combination or a really useful 
arrangement of modules for a particular application. the 
beauty of it is that it doesn’t have to be fixed and while 
the notion of swapping and changing modules isn’t taken 
advantage of nearly as much as everyone thinks they will 
when they buy them, it’s reassuring that you could if you 
wanted to.

the most wonderful aspect of modularity is the sheer 
breadth of choice. if you like your preamps then you could 
buy one of so very many different types and create a 
subtle variety of performance that would not be available 
anywhere else. it is this ability to indulge in your own 
personal preferences that makes every rack’s worth of 
modules potentially unique to you. in a world of similarity 
in-the-box such individuality out of it is highly attractive.

there is also no denying the analogue message that 
a modular rack sends out in a modern digital production 
environment. in our smaller rooms it is not so much the 
portability of a modular rack that appeals as the compact 
footprint and density of processing available when space 
is an issue.

there are a variety of rack options and it’s important to 
remember that not all are created equal. the proprietary 
systems also offer staggering levels of choice and some go further in terms of configurability to create more of 
a system by virtue of being ‘in-house’. the premise for modularity has always been to offer parts of a console 
in a box but it doesn’t take much imagination to make part of a console out of that box.

while the affordability claims of single module versions of bigger rackmount equivalents don’t tend to stack up 
by the time you’ve factored in the cost of the rack, it is certainly true that if you are into a tasting menu approach 
of single different modules then it is the cheapest, and the only, way to ever get near to such a level of flexibility.

As we put this issue to bed news has come in that the 10,000th 512C has been sold so it seems the idea’s 
popularity is holding and it is fairly safe to assume that this is not just some fad. i hope you enjoy picking your 
way though the forest of modules that we have covered here and i hope you’ll discover some that you weren’t 
aware of because i certainly did.

Zenon schoepe

Leader
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Origins of the 
500 Series format
API MD GORDON SMART explains the birth, growth and the current status of the 
most popular of modular systems.

MODUlAR PROcESSiNG SUPPlEMENt

‘T he more things change, the more they stay 
the same.’ This little slogan is particularly 
applicable when it comes to the origins of 
API’s industry standard 500 series format 

module. The format harks back to a time in the late 
1960s when the ‘ready made’ mixing console simply 
did not exist. In those days, most of the customers 
of pro audio equipment were inclined to build their 
own mixers in-house, and designed the electronics 
and routing according to their own particular electrical 
and architectural specifications. Rudimentary and 
unique, these consoles had their various controls 
all wired point-to-point, and then typically attached 
to a large, custom-made flat aluminium panel. The 
wired aluminium panel was then mounted to a 
hand-made wooden frame, the result being an early 
mixing console. In this fashion, recording studios 
and particularly recordists (today’s engineers and 
producers) each developed and were known by their 
own unique sound.

Enter Saul Walker and Lou Lindaur, both founders 
of API in Farmingdale, New York. While Linduar’s 
expertise was in sales and marketing, Walker was a 
rocket scientist and a government contractor, working 
on various classified projects in conjunction with the 
United States military. When his contracts expired 
with the government, he turned his attention to his 
true passion which was, not surprisingly, the design 
of audio products. And in the process of doing so, 
Walker devised the circuits, including those of the API 
2520 op amp, that were destined to change the way 
recorded music sounded.

When the two realised that there was a growing 
demand for console modules, the fledgling API sought 
to enter the market by offering something unique: the 
convenience of a standardised, ‘modular’ equaliser 
that could be easily incorporated into a mixing 
console. That equaliser was the first 500 series format 
module, API’s 550 Equaliser. Reliable, standardised 
and of outstanding sonic quality, it was provided 
with a 5.25-inch tall by 1.5-inch wide front panel, a 
rectangular metal chassis and a 15-pin, 0.156-inch 
spaced edge connector card on the back of the unit. 
Forty-plus years later, the format is still serving the 
industry today.

Encouraged by the success of the 550 EQ, API also 
began supplying other modules: a generic amplifier 
card, and a modular microphone preamp card that 
housed the now-famous API 312 mic preamp circuitry. 
By supplying a mic preamp, equalisation and generic 
amplification, API gave professional engineers what 
they wanted: the basic building blocks with which to 
construct and configure a console.

The units proved extremely popular and successful, 
originally for their ease of use but then increasingly 
because of the high sonic quality that the modules 
offered.

In less than three years, the industry was 
sufficiently impressed to pose a question to API. 
Would the company be interested in producing the 
entire control system based on the successful modular 
model, rather than just the individual modules? The 
answer was yes, and in 1971 API began production 
of the first of what was destined to be a long line 
of industry-defining mixing consoles. Like the API 
consoles of today, the original desks had slots for 
500 series equalisers, as well as input modules 
and separate fader modules. For mic preamps, the 
consoles continued to incorporate the now famous 
312 cards. API eventually became renowned for 
building custom specified platforms, each individually 
specified in conjunction with the client’s needs. This 
one-on-one approach to console building continues 
today with each custom produced API Legacy or 
Vision series console.  

At the same time, other entrepreneurs began 
purchasing 500 series equalisers and mic pres directly 
from API, and using the heart of the API sound, began 
assembling and building their own custom consoles, 
comprised of API modules.  Essentially elaborate racks 
to hold API modules, many of these consoles became 
legendary, including a DeMedio console built for ABC 
Watermark Studios in Los Angeles. The legend has it 
that Steely Dan waited for more than 6 months for 
Mr Frank DeMedio to complete that console before 
beginning and finishing the album AJA on that desk.

Various other artists wanted the same sound, 
and used the same strategy to get it. For example, 
when Prince formed his first studio enterprise in 
Minneapolis, he ordered a 48-channel console from 

Products
Modular products from all the brands

APi Audio
API	 manufactures	 several	 modules.	
The	512C	discrete	mic/line/instrument	
preamp	uses	2510	and	2520	op-amps,	
and	offers	65dB	gain,	phantom	power,	
switchable	polarity,	-20dB	pad,	mic/line	
or	instrument	selector,	and	front	panel-
mounted	XLR	and	1/4-inch	connectors	
combined	with	rear	panel	mic	access.	The	
525	is	an	exact	reissue	of	API’s	original	
early	 70s	 discrete	 ‘feedback’	
compressor,	offering	 input	and	
output	controls,	together	with	a	
2:1	or	20:1	compression	switch.	
It	 has	 four	 switchable	 release	 modes	
—	0.1s,	0.5s,	1.5s,	and	2.0s	—	de-ess	and		
hardwire	bypass.	The	527	compressor/
limiter	with	front	panel-
se lectable	 feedback	
and	 feed-forward	 gain	
reduction	has	a	soft/hard	
switch	for	‘over-easy’	type	
compression.	 There’s	 a	
threshold	control,	output	
fader	control,	patented	
Thrust	 function	 (applies	
a	high-pass	filter	before	
the	RMS	detector),	and	
fully-adjustable	attack	and	
release.
The	550A	discrete	3-band	
EQ	provides	reciprocal	EQ	
at	15	points	in	five	steps	of	
boost.	The	15	EQ	points	
are	 divided	 into	 three	
overlapping	ranges	and	
a	bandpass	filter	may	be	
inserted	 independently	
of	all	other	selected	EQ	
settings.	The	550A	Saul	
Walker	Edition	EQ	uses	
the	same	circuitry	as	the	
current	 reissue	 of	 the	
API	 550A,	 hand-wired	
switches,	and	the	original	
circuit	board	design.	The	
550B	discrete	4-band	EQ	
with	12dB	of	boost/cut	per	
band,	is	billed	as	a	reissue	
of	the	1967-vintage	550	
EQ	 with	 an	 extra	 band	
—	 each	 band	 offering	
seven	frequency	centres,	
reciprocal	and	repeatable	
f i l ter ing, 	 shel f /peak	
switching	on	bands	one	
and	four,	and	proportional	
Q.	
The	560	discrete	10-band	
graphic	EQ	 is	a	 reissue	
of	the	1969	version	with	
12dB	 of	 boost/cut	 per	
band,	 proportional	 Q,	
additional	 resolution	 in	
the	+/-4dB	region,	and	
silent	bypass	button.
www.apiaudio.com
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Mr DeMedio, which was comprised of API equalisers, 
mic pres, and op amps for the summing sections. 
Similarly, early in his career Bruce Swedien was a 
partner in a Chicago company called Phoenix Audio, 
which was built around 12 custom consoles for 
specific clients.

Success with its consoles allowed API to continually 
refine its growing line of products, and eventually the 
original 550 EQ gave birth to what is now an industry 
standard –- the API 550A EQ. Industry demand 
also encouraged API to develop and produce the 
10-band 560 graphic EQ. Other equalisers produced 
by API included the 553 Program EQ, and the 554 
continuously variable parametric EQ. Later, the 525 
Compressor was added to the line, meeting with great 
success. In the 1980s, the 550b 4-band EQ was 
included in the list of available modules, followed by 
a 500 Series version of Saul Walker’s original 312 
card called the 512b, eventually refined into the 512C 
available today. Most recently, API has added the 527 
compressor to its line up of modules.

Over the 40 plus years of its existence, API has 
gone through several changes in ownership, various 
growing pains, experienced the ups and downs of 
the economy and adjusted to the changing landscape 
of the professional audio industry. In that space of 
time, and particularly in the last five years, the 500 
Series Format has not only endured but has actually 
exploded in popularity. Realising that API’s 500 Series 
format has become the standard in so many control 
rooms, in 2005 API decided to encourage the opening 
of the format to other manufacturers and formed the 
VPR Alliance.  

The VPR Alliance is a loose consortium of 
manufacturers who desired to move their particular 

audio flavours to the 500 Series format. Membership 
to the Alliance is free and simple: manufacturers can 
submit their 500 Series modules to API, and API 
performs a series of tests to make sure that any VPR 
Alliance-approved module meets the necessary level 
of physical and electronic compatibility, along with a 
minimum level of workmanship. The goal is to try 
to ensure that the end user receives a product that is 
compatible with the format, fits the rack enclosures 
correctly and does not exceed the power requirements. 
This is ultimately designed to protect the customer, the 
racks, and the other modules housed in those racks.

Today, the VPR Alliance has a membership of more 
than 50 products, giving users a wide range of sonic 
choices in equalisers, mic pres, compressors, and other 
unique audio products. API receives no payments of 
any kind for its formation and administration of the 
VPR alliance.

API’s rack enclosures that accommodate the 500 
Series Module include the 500V, 10-space, 19-inch 
Rack, the 6b, 6-space portable ‘Lunchbox’ rack, as 
well as the API1608 Recording console, which offers 
8 spaces for 500 series modules, in addition to its 12 
x 500A and 4 x 560 equalisers.

API continues to manufacture the large format 
Vision and Legacy Plus consoles, the 1608 Console 
Series, as well as a range of 500 Series and rackmount 
signal processing systems.

The success of the 500 series format is an excellent 
indicator of the strength and endurance of analogue 
audio in the recording process. Given the development 
of modern microphone technology and improvements 
in manufacturing, combined with the commitment 
of manufacturers to remain true to their roots, it’s 
clear: ‘the more things change, the more they stay 
the same.’ n 

s o u n d  e n g i n e e r i n g
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IT HAS BEEN 25 YEARS
...and we still hear the difference

SMC2B Multiband Compressor

CL1B Compessor

PE1C Program EQ

JOHN PETERSEN
TUBE-TECH | President & Designer 
With the very first PE1A Program eq

I was fascinated by the design and quality of classic tube processors such 
as Pultec and Teletronic. I felt there was a need to continue that tradition, 
and this made me start designing and manufacturing the TUBE-TECH line 
of high quality tube-based audio processors.

“

”

YEARS OF EXCELLENCE 
IN TUBE DESIGN
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great River electronics
The	 MP-500NV	 mic 	 preamp	
is	 designed	 to	 recreate	 sonic	
characteristics	 of	 early	 70s	 large	
consoles	thanks	to	classic	70s	vintage	
British	circuit	styling.	Designed	to	
fit	into	a	500-Series	rack	using	two	
available	slots,	the	unit	is	equipped	
with	a	Hi-Z	 instrument	 jack	with	a	
dedicated	input	amp	designed	for	
DI	applications.	It	also	has	adjustable	
gain	stages	 (input	 in	5dB	steps	to	
60dB;	output	from	-25	to	+10dB)	two	
to	three	stages	of	single-ended	solid	
state	amp	gain	blocks;	high-current	
70mA	Class	A	bias	on	the	output	and	
input	and	output	meters	on	each	channel.	There	are	also	
polarity,	phantom	power,	input	impedance	(1200/300Ohm),	
and	output	loading	(600Ohm	resistor)	front	panel	switches;	
custom-wound	 Sowter	 transformers;	 and	 gold-plated	
switching	contacts.	These	are	identical	to	the	company’s	NV	
series	of	preamps.

Taking	a	different	tack,	the	32EQ	is	a	500-Series	version	
of	the	EQ	and	filters	from	the	Harrison	32	Series	consoles,	
incorporating	the	original	specs	with	direct	support	from	the	
original	designers	at	Harrison	Consoles.	It	includes	low,	low-
mid,	hi-mid,	and	high	EQ	bands	(with	gain	and	frequency	
controls),	low	and	high	band	‘peaking	switches’,	EQ	in/out	
switch,	high-	and	lowpass	filters	(with	sweepable	frequency),	
filter	in/out	switch,	and	an	internal	jumper	(to	select	the	
‘vintage’	feedback	design	or	a	non-feedback	option).
www.greatriverelectronics.com

s&M Audio
The	EQSM1	is	an	API	500-Series	compatible	EQ	
with	a	first-order,	50Hz	high-pass	filter,	high	and	
low	shelves,	and	continuously-variable	mid	bands.	
There’s	also	a	true	bypass.
www.sandmaudio.com

electrodyne
The	Electrodyne	511	 is	an	API	
500-Series	 compatible	 classic	
two-band	 discrete	 transistor	
reciprocal	 active	 inductor	 EQ	
us ing	 1969-/1970-v intage	
design	technology	with	an	active	
balanced	 discrete	 impedance	
convertor	 on	 its	 input.	 It	 has	
150Ohm	 output	 impedance,	
+/-12dB	gain	 range,	 and	 four	
frequencies	selectable	per	band	
(LF:	40,	100,	250,	500Hz;	HF:	1.5,	
3,	3,	10kHz)	with	peak/shelving	
function	on	each	band.

The	Electrodyne	501	is	a	two-stage	discrete	transistor,	
transformer-coupled	preamp	with	active	DI	with	68dB	
maximum	gain	(adjustable	over	50dB	in	2dB	steps	with	two	
ranges	using	a	20dB	pad),	infinitely	adjustable	output	level	
control	(from	0	to	+6dB	over	unity),	50/200Ohm	selectable	mic	
input	impedance,	7	MegOhm-plus	DI	input	impedance,	and	a	
10Hz	to	60kHz	frequency	response	(+/-	0.25dB).
www.petesplaceaudio.com

JDK Audio
JDK	 Audio	 is	 a	 new	 technology	 brand	
developed	 and	 engineered	 by	 API	 that	
makes	use	of	newer	technology	that	does	not	
comfortably	fit	into	the	API	product	mix.	The	
Series-500	frame	format	is	adhered	to	with	the	
V14,	a	single-channel	4-band	EQ,	modelled	
after	the	circuitry	of	classic	high-end	EQs.	The	
EQ	features	continuously	variable	frequency	
and	gain	adjustment	on	dual-concentric	pots	
with	an	EQ	in/out	switch	and	12dB	of	boost/
cut	per	band.	A	custom	transformer	balanced	
output	and	high	headroom	(+24dB	clip	level)	
rounds	off	the	feature	set.
www.jdkaudio.com

Classic Audio Products
Classic	 Audio	 Products	 sells	
fully-assembled	and	tested	VP26	
mic	preamps,	an	API	500-Series	
compatible	discrete	operational	
amplifier	 with	 an	 industry-
standard	2520	footprint.	Notable	
features	include	discrete,	vintage-
style	circuitry	with	60dB	of	overall	
gain;	 continuously	 variable	
preamp	gain	over	a	34dB	range;	
mute	switch;	polarity	reversal;	
20dB	 pad;	 48V	 switchable	
phantom	power;	fully-variable,	
custom-made	output	attenuator;	
custom-made	Ed	Anderson	EA2622	input	transformer	(which	
is	a	sonic	replica	of	the	vintage	AP2622);	and	a	custom-made	
Ed	Anderson	EA2623-1	output	transformer	(which	is	a	sonic	
replica	of	the	vintage	AP2623-1).

This	product	is	also	GroupDIY	51X	Alliance	compatible,	this	
being	a	DIY-friendly	extension	of	API’s	500-Series	rack	specs	
to	include	an	18-pin	card	edge	connector	instead	of	a	15-pin	
connector,	the	extra	connection	points	being	used	for	+/-	24V	
power	rails	to	allow	designers	to	build	DIY	modules	requiring	
+24V,	including	Neve,	Neumann,	or	Telefunken-style	circuits.
www.classicapi.com

AnaMod
A n a M o d 	 w a s	
founded	 in	 2006	
by	 Dave	 Amels	
(Bomb	 Factory,	
Voce)	 and	 Greg	
Gualtieri	(Pendulum	
Audio)	 to	 design,	
manufacture,	 and	
m a r k e t 	 a u d i o	
equipment	based	on	
the	same	patented	
m a t h e m a t i c a l	
m o d e l l i n g	
procedures	 used	
by	Amels	to	create	
digital	plug-ins	for	
Bomb	 Factory.	 As	
such,	the	completely	
analogue	AnaMod	AMEQP	is	an	API	500-Series	compatible	
incarnation	of	the	classic	Pultec	EPQ-1A	vacuum	tube	EQ,	
with	the	detail	recreated	using	the	trademarked	AnaMod	
Process,	including	six	never-before-available	presets.	Similarly,	
the	AM660	is	an	API	500-Series	compatible	faithful	recreation	
of	the	classic	sound	and	compression	profile	of	the	Fairchild	
660	limiter	–	again	there	is	no	latency,	and	no	A-D	or	D-A	
conversions	(20kohm	balanced	input	impedance;	less	than	
50ohm	output	impedance;	+22dBu	balanced	maximum	
output	level;	same	level	limiting	noises	as	a	properly	balanced	
vintage	660	with	GE	five-star	6386	tubes;	variable	compression	
ratio	from	1:1	to	20:1,	etc).
www.anamodaudio.com

speck electronics
Speck	Electronics’	ASC-V	is	
a	single-channel	4-band	EQ	
with	transformer-balanced	
a n d 	 a c t i v e - b a l a n c e d	
outputs	for	API	500-Series	
frames.	 Twelve	 controls	
for	equalisation	cover	the	
spectrum	 from	 25Hz	 to	
25kHz.	The	company	also	
offers	a	mounting	base	to	
hold	a	single	ASC-V	or	a	pair.
www.speck.com

spotlight: solid state logic
the X-Rack/Mynx modular mixing 
and processing system aims to 
deliver ssl superAnalogue sound in 
a versatile form with eight different 
modules in the range designed to 
complement DAw systems.

the XR425 e series eQ Module 
reproduces the sonic signature 
of the ssl’s early-80s sl4000 e 
console channel strip and features 
two different eQs found on editions 
of the console. the XR418 e series 
Dynamics Module features a 
compressor/limiter and expander/
gate from the sl 611 e series 
channel strip while the XR627 input Module is designed as an alternative to the pure Mic Amp Module with a 
front end adding the variable Harmonic Drive circuit.

the XR626 stereo Bus Compressor brings the 80s g-series’ stereo bus compressor into the superAnalogue 
world while the XR621 Mic Amp Module has a choice of three separate input amplifiers — mic amp, front panel 
instrument input, or line input, plus a set of high- and low-pass filters, and phase reverse.

the XR625 Channel eQ Module is a classic ssl 4-channel parametric eQ; the XR618 Dynamics Module 
features a separate compressor and gate/expander section, the XR623 Four Channel input Module is designed 
as an alternative to the XR624 eight input Module. the XR622 Master Bus Module turns the X-Rack concept 
from a processing solution into a mixer, providing a signal path to the two X-Rack stereo buses for all of the 
other modules as well as a compact console master section.

ssl also provides powered racking solutions for these modules in the X-Rack chassis — a 4u rack housing 
a power supply, MiDi in/Out, a Mix Bus link to cascade two X-Racks, and a total Recall system — and Mynx a 
two-module capacity desktop X-Rack.
www.solid-state-logic.com
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Chameleon labs
Chameleon	Labs	manufactures	
the	API	500-Series	compatible	
Model	 7681,	 a	discrete	Class	
AB	mic	preamp	module	with	a	
balanced	transformer	input	that	
can	be	upgraded	to	a	vintage-
style	Carnhill	unit;	transformer-
balanced	output;	 300Ohm	or	
1.2KOhm	mic	input	selector;	48V	
phantom	power	selector;	Hi-Z	DI;	
LED	illuminated	pushbuttons;	and	
LED	metering.	Also	available	is	
the	CPS-501,	an	API	500-Series	
compliant	power	chassis	for	use	
with	any	single	space	module.	
It	 can	 be	 used	 in	 a	 desktop	
configuration	or	rack-mounted	
and	up	to	nine	units	can	be	rackmounted	vertically	in	the	
Model	CRM-9	mounting	frame.
www.chameleonlabs.com

Audio Maintenance limited
Exclusive	 to	 Audio	 Maintenance	
Limited	(AML)	is	the	Carnhill	5003D,	
an	API	500-Series	compatible	Class	
A	 mic	 preamp	 that	 uses	 Carnhill	
input	and	output	transformers	with	
switchable	gain	(10	to	65dB)	and	trim	
(0	to	-10dB)	controls,	switchable	input	
impedance,	plus	phantom	power	and	
phase	switches.
www.audiomaintenance.com

Burl Audio
Burl	 Audio’s	 B1	 mic	
preamp	 has	 an	 all-
discrete	 transistor,	
Class-A,	direct-coupled,	
capacitor-free	 circuit	
path.	Based	on	the	API	500-Series	form	factor,	it	comes	with	
gain	and	level	controls,	plus	transformer-coupled	impedance	
selection	to	suit	dynamic,	condenser,	or	ribbon	microphones.	
Back	panel-mounted	XLR	input	and	a	front	panel	1/4-inch	
instrument/line	input	complete	its	functionality,	together	
with	Lo-Z,	Pad	(30dB),	+48V	(phantom	power),	and	phase	
reverse	buttons.	Burl	Audio	also	manufactures	the	B1D,	which	
replaces	the	B1’s	custom	BX2	nickel	output	transformer	for	the	
all-iron	BX4,	resulting	in	‘a	more	terrifying	tone!’
www.burlaudio.com

Chandler limited
New	from	Chandler	Limited	are	the	
Little	 Devil	 500	 Series	 modules,	
comprising	the	Little	Devil	Compressor	
and	Little	Devil	Equalizer.	The	former	
is	a	FET	compressor,	using	elements	
of	Chandler’s	 ‘full-size’	Germanium	
Compressor	and	2264	Compressor,	
featuring	 an	 input	 control	 (curve	
selection	with	zener	and	germanium	
diode	 knees),	 mix,	 three-position	
ratio,	 sidechain	 filter	 (-30,	 60,	 90,	
150,	300Hz),	release,	and	hardwire	
bypass.	The	latter	features	‘English-
style	console’	EQ	similar	to	Neve	1081	
and	33115	vintage	units,	Treble	and	
Bass	shelf	(+/-18dB),	Hi	and	Lo	Mid	
(+/-18dB)	with	seven	selections	per	
band	(plus	Q	switching),	three-position	
filter	(-47,	82,	and	150Hz),	and	hardwire	
bypass.
www.chandlerlimited.com

A-Designs Audio

A-designs	Audio	currently	manufactures	six	modules	of	its	own	
design,	each	of	which	are	fully	compatible	with	API	500-Series	
Lunchbox	modular	rack	frame	format	(and	power	supply),	and	
also	those	from	Brent	Averill	and	OSA.	The	P-1	is	inspired	
by	A-Designs’	19-inch	1U	Pacifica	solid	state	stereo	mic	
preamp,	and	aims	to	capture	the	sound	of	the	1970s-vintage	
Quad	Eight	Venture,	Coronado,	and	(namesake)	Pacifica	
consoles	with	notable	features	including	pad,	phase	reverse,	
48V	phantom	power	(with	red	LED	indicator),	1/4-inch	DI,	
Hi-Z	 instrument	 input,	custom-wound	input	and	output	
transformers,	plus	the	all-important	cream-coloured	face	plate	
(in	keeping	with	the	aforesaid	Pacifica).

The	EM	(Erickson/Montessi)	Series	are	all	distinct-sounding	
variations	on	the	P-1,	comprises	the	EM-Red	(with	a	custom-
wound	input	transformer	and	the	same	output	transformer	as	
the	P-1	to	produce	a	more	‘mid-level’	orientated	sonic	character);	
EM-Blue	(with	a	nickel-wound	transformer	for	a	brighter	tone	and	
airy	top	end);	EM-Silver	(same	features	as	the	P-1,	bar	the	darker,	
warmer-sounding	custom-wound	steel	output	transformer),	and	
EM-Gold	(combining	the	custom-wound	output	transformer	
of	the	EM-Silver	with	the	custom-wound	input	transformer	of	
the	EM-Red	to	produce	the	dark	end	of	the	former	with	more	
‘upfront’	mids)	modular	mic	preamps.

Finally,	the	EM-PEQ	purportedly	squeezes	the	classic	Pultec	
EQP-1A	filter	design	into	the	500-Series	format	without	
compromising	build	quality	or	sonic	performance,	maintaining	
the	EQ	section	and	control	layout	to	include	a	nickel	core	
output	transformer,	Wima	capacitors,	and	a	true	hard	bypass.
www.adesignsaudio.com

Atlas Pro Audio

The	Juggernaut	is	an	all-Class	A	discrete,	transformer-coupled,	
API	500-Series	compatible	preamp,	designed	by	Tim	Farrant	and	
Nathan	Eldred.	Featuring	pushbutton	switchable	custom-input	
transformers	(iron	or	nickel)	with	auto-mute	switching;	boost	(low	
or	high	gain	settings);	41-position	detented	Alps	gain	(selectable	
in	approximately	1dB	increments)	and	impedance	(300Ohm	
to	10KOhm)	potentiometers;	70dB	of	gain;	high	headroom;	
instrument	DI;	polarity	reverse;	and	48V	phantom	power.

APA	is	also	manufacturers	The	Revolver,	billed	as	being	‘The	
ultimate	portable	500	powered	series	rack.’	The	Revolver	
can	hold	two	single-width	500-Series	compatible	modules	
or	a	single	double-width	one,	and	can	be	used	vertically.	
Alternatively,	one,	two,	or	three	Revolvers	can	be	rackmounted	
horizontally	using	APA’s	custom	19-inch	rack	kits.	The	Revolver	
is	100%	compatible	with	all	API	500-Series	modules,	and	
includes	an	oversized	internal	power	supply.
www.atlasproaudio.com

Alta Moda Audio
A l t a 	 M o d a 	 A u d i o	
m a n u f a c t u r e s 	 t w o	
modules	 designed	 for	
use	 in	 API	 500-Series	
compatible	rack	systems.	
AM-10	 single-channel	
compressor/limiter	 with	
discrete	FET	gain	control	
element;	 independent	
compressor	 and	 limiter	
side-chains;	automatic	or	
fully-variable	compression	
attack	and	release	controls;	
switchable	limited	release	

times,	independent,	three-position	compressor	and	limiter	
side-chain	filters	—	can	be	separately	linked	to	other	AM-10	
modules.	It	has	dual	metering	—	simultaneous	gain	reduction	
and	output	level	—	effect	level	control	with	20dB	gain	make	
up	after	compression	and	built-in	mix	control	—	blend	
varying	amounts	of	dry	and	compressed	signals	at	the	output	
stage.	The	AM-20	is	a	four-band	parametric	EQ	with	four	
continuously	overlapping	frequency	bands	—	high	4kHz	to	
20kHz;	high-mid	1kHz	to	7.5kHz;	low-mid	65Hz	to	2kHz;	and	
low	20Hz	to	120Hz	—	continuously	variable	frequency	and	
gain	controls;	continuously	variable	Q	controls;	low-noise,	low-
distortion	amplifier	technology;	and	hard-wire	relay	bypass.
www.altamodaaudio.com

vsi Audio
The	API	500-Series	compatible	L-21	Mic/Line	Preamp	respects	
the	heritage	of	the	API	512	mic	preamp	by	using	the	same	
basic	elements,	proprietary	input	transformers,	discrete	
amplifier	blocks,	and	proprietary	UI	output	transformers,	
while	providing	stepped	control	over	input	attenuation	and	
true	output	level	control,	plus	two	high-pass	filter	settings,	
phantom	power,	phase	reversal,	and	an	input	pad.

The	L-23	Valve	Mic	Preamp/Compressor	has	a	proprietary	
input	transformer,	dual	valve	stages	operating	at	270V	DC	
in	a	pentode	configuration,	proprietary	output	transformer,	
-20dB	pad,	48V	phantom	power,	phase	reversal,	and	the	
same	high-pass	filters	as	the	L-2.	There’s	also	a	compressor	
circuit	—	with	2:1,	4:1,	7:1,	and	10:1	ratios	—	exhibiting	similar	
gain	characteristics	to	a	Universal	Audio	LA-2A,	but	using	an	
opto-coupled	control	circuit.

VSI	Audio	manufactures	the	PSU-T300	Lunchbox	six-module	
chassis	and	supply	for	its	own	modules	and	API	Series-500	
compatible	ones	from	other	manufacturers	that	provides	an	
additional	300V	for	valve	processors.
www.vsiaudio.com

BoZo electronics
As	a	mic	preamp,	Serbian	manufacturer	
BoZo	Electronics’	MP3A	promises	‘Massive	
Sound.	Massive	Quality.	Small	Size.’	It	has	
a	wide	gain	range	(20	to	64dB);	12-step	
switched	gain	control;	+/-6dB	fine	gain	
control;	-20dB	pad;	48V	phantom	power;	
high-pass	filter	switch;	polarity	switch;	and	
electronically	balanced	I-O.
www.bozoel.com

Realios
Realios’	A9031	mic	preamp	is	based	
on	Dick	Swettenham’s	three-transistor	
design	 for	 Olympic	 Studios;	 this	
version	features	a	Class	A	transistor	
output	stage,	while	other	additions	
include	finer	(5dB)	gain	steps	to	offer	
20	to	70dB	gain,	a	high-impedance	
(3.3MOhm)	DI,	phase	reverse	switch,	
and	switchable	phantom	power.
www.realios.com
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Danfield Audio
Danfield	Audio	was	one	of	the	first	companies	
to	be	accepted	as	a	member	of	 the	VPR	
Alliance	with	its	MX20vpr,	the	first	transformer-
less	mic	preamp	to	be	approved	by	the	VPR	
Alliance.	Based	on	its	MX20	transformer-less	
rack	system	—	originally	designed	for	classical	
tracking	applications	—	the	MX20vrp	boasts	an	
3Hz	to	700kHz	frequency	range,	designed	to	
offer	wide	signal	capture,	while	its	gain	pot	is	
an	ultra-high	performance	24-stage	calibrated	
switch.	The	high-pass	filter	is	variable	from	
20	to	800Hz	for	accurate	and	wide-ranging	
12dB/oct	filtering.	The	MX20vrp	module	is	
hot-swappable.
www.danfield-audio.com

Brent Averill enterprises
Although	preamps	and	EQ	manufacturer	Brent	Averill	
Enterprises	(BAE)	does	not	manufacture	any	API	500-Series	
compatible	modules	of	its	own,	it	does	build	some	500	
Series	Racks	in	various	configurations	(six-space	rack,	six-
space	Lunchbox,	and	11-space	rack,	each	with	integral	power	
supply	and	48V	phantom	power)	to	house	those	from	others.	
It	also	builds	the	8-Channel	Rack	(10	Series	Module	Rack)	and		
8CM	(8-Channel	Mixer),	the	former	being	an	eight-module,	
self-powered	rack	for	vintage	Neve	10-series	8.75-inch-high	
modules,	including	the	1066,	1073,	and	1084,	as	well	as	the	
company’s	own	reproduction	1073	and	1084	mic	preamp	
modules.	The	latter	is	an	8-channel	mixer	than	can	house	
the	10-series	modules	 (allowing	mic	and	 line	 inputs	of	
each	module	to	be	mixed	to	either	left	or	right	channels	
with	individual	pan	controls	and	output	level,	while	a	stereo	
output	is	provided	for	attenuating	all	channels,	and	busing	
amplifiers	are	the	same	Class	A	ones	using	in	the	company’s	
1272	module.
www.baeaudio.com

KMR A
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D.A.V
BG501

Incredible value Decca-heritage UK 
high-gain 66dB ultra clean pre-amp

JDK AUDIO
V14
Extremely high quality 4-Band 
Equalizer.  Freq/Gain controls 
on dual concentric pots

PURPLE AUDIO
ACTION

Based on Purple Audio’s 
popular MC77 re-engineered 

1176 type FET limiter

SHADOW HILLS
Vandergraph
Fully discrete Class A design 
descended from Shadow Hills’ 
highly regarded mastering 
compressor

SHINYBOX
Guillotine

Wide range filter, neutral and 
surgically accurate.  Wonderfully 

useful in many applications

BUZZ AUDIO
Potion
Very fast FET compressor with 
Lundahl transformers to add 
richness and energy to your 
tracks

ANAMOD
AM660

Faithful recreation of the Fairchild 
660’s classic valve signature

API
527
New model based on API’s 
225L channel compressor with 
patented THRUST circuit

email • sales@kmraudio.com    web • www.kmraudio.com
kmr audio,  1375 high road,  whetstone,  london N20 9LN 
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API originally designed the 6-slot Lunchbox to 
allow engineers a way of taking 500-Series 
modules from their legendary consoles on 
remote sessions.  It has since grown into the 
most versatile portable format on the market 
with designs now available from many boutique 
manufacturers.  

Easily reconfigurable to suit any application, 
the Lunchbox is a true sonic “Swiss Army 
knife”.

KMR Audio stock a large range of 500-Series 
modules  - please call us for friendly and 
unbiased advice.
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DAv electronics
DAV	 Electronics	 services	 and	 designs	 high-
performance	audio	equipment.	This	 includes	
the	BG501	(Broadhurst	Gardens	501),	an	API	
500-Series	compatible	mic	preamp	with	a	high-
impedance	 (1.8MegOhm)	 DI	 input,	 offering	
switched	gain	controls	(from	22	to	66dB	in	4dB	
steps);	switchable	26dB	pads;	phase	reversal;	and	
switchable	48V	phantom	power.
www.davelectronics.com

skibbe electronics
Skibbe	 Electronics	
o p e r a t e s 	 o u t 	 o f	
producer	and	engineer	
team	 Bill	 Skibbe	 and	
Jessica	Ruffins’	Keyclub	
Recording	Co.	studio.	
Its	 Flickinger	 736-4	
is	 an	 API	 500-Series	
compatible	mic	preamp,	
adapted	from	Sly	Stone’s	custom	Flickinger	MOD-N-32	matrix	
console	(circa-1970)	that	has	resided	at	the	studio	for	the	last	
12	years.	Features	include	original	UTRAD/Flinckinger	input	
and	output	transformers,	original	535-7	discrete	op-amp	
topology,	hand-matched	and	graded	transistors,	Tantalum	
caps,	20dB	pad,	sealed	relay	switched	polarity	reverse,	
phantom	power	switch,	adjustable	gain	(5	to	60dB),	and	
heavy-duty	PCB	and	chassis	construction.
www.keyclubrecording.com/skibbe/

JMK Audio
The	 JM-530	 500	 Series	 Preamp	 is	 an	 API	 500-Series	
compatible	module	with	a	Jensen	JT-16B	input	transformer,	
990	discrete	Class	A	op-amp,	Jensen	output	transformer,	
and	output	pad.
www.jmkaudio.com

little labs
Little	Labs’	 latest	product	 is	the	Voice	of	
God	(VOG)	analogue	bass	resonance	tool	
that	 represents	 the	company’s	 first	entry	
into	 the	API	 500-Series	module	 format.	
Originally	designed	to	capture	vocalists’	
chest	resonance	to	create	a	proximity-type	
effect	without	having	to	be	so	close	to	the	
mic,	instead	it	ended	up	excelling	at	making	
kick	drums	and	bass	instruments	sound	huge	
by	sweeping	a	sharp	peak	resonance	from	20	
to	300Hz,	with	anything	below	being	rolled	off	
at	a	steep	-24dB/oct.
www.littlelabs.com

MMt/MisO
The	 MMT	 preamp	 and	 DI	 is	 billed	 as	
a	 repackaged	 (unspecified)	 classic	 API	
microphone	preamp,	compatible	with	the	API	
500-Series	frame	format.	Notable	features	
include	an	original	API	2520	op-amp,	original	
API	output	transformer,	custom-wound	‘vintage	
2622’	equivalent	input	transformer,	reverse	
taper	 gain	 potentiometer,	 48V	 phantom	
power,	phase	reversal	switch,	custom	Hi/Lo	
Impedance/Post	transformer	pad	switch,	and	
custom	DI	path	through	the	transformer	(API	

312-style)	or	directly	into	the	op-amp	(API	512-style).
www.misomusic.net

tRue systems
PT2-500	Precision	Mic	Preamp	is	True	Systems’	
first	 500	 Series	 Module	 and	 features	 the	
company’s	Type-2	design.	Features	include	a	
new	DI	circuit,	DI	thru	jack	for	amping	or	effects,	
and	high	headroom.
www.true-systems.com
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Dramastic Audio
Dramastic	Audio’s	Obsidian	
500	Stereo	Compressor	is	
apparently	the	first	stereo	
bus	compressor	for	the	API	
Series-500	frame	format.	
As	such,	it	features	TXIO-
enhanced	 transformer-
balanced	 I-O;	 precision	
stepped	 controls,	 VCA	
feed-forward	compression,	
selectable	 internal	 high-
pass	filter	settings	(30,	60,	
105,	125,	185,	and	330Hz);	selectable	pad	settings;	1.5:1,	
2:1,	4:1,	8:1,	12:1,	and	infinity	compression	ratios;	plus	an	
expansion	port	for	additional	features	via	the	Obsidian	500	
Dual	Mono	Expansion.	This	offers	dual	mono	functionality,	
a	duplicate	set	of	precision	stepped	controls,	independent	
metering	of	left	and	right	channels,	and	external	sidechain	
input	for	left	and	right	channels.
www.dramasticaudio.com

vintage Design
The	sole	API	Series-500	compatible	entry	
in	the	Vintage	Design	product	line	up	is	the	
M581mk2,	an	updated	version	of	its	M581	
vintage-style	mic	preamp.	Noticeable	
changes	are	that	the	front	panel-mounted	
XLR	has	been	removed	and	that	the	Hi-Z	
input	is	fed	through	the	input	transformer	
(via	the	same	type	of	FET	driver	used	in	
Vintage	Design’s	other	products),	plus	a	
power-on	delay	to	protect	the	PSU,	and	
illuminated	pushbuttons.	This	apart,	the	
sound	path	is	 identical	to	the	previous	
version.	
www.vintagedesign.se

eisen Audio
Eisen	Audio’s	DIY500	mkII	Minimal	Kit	
is	somewhat	unusual	in	that	it	provides	
purchasers	with	a	framework	to	build	
one	of	numerous	preamp	permutations	
by	choosing	from	45	discrete	op-amps,	
50-plus	unique	 input	 transformers,	
and	14	different	output	transformers	
to	install	on	the	DIY500	printed	circuit	
board.	The	end	result	is	compatible	
with	API’s	500-Series	modular	format.	
Alternatively,	those	favouring	a	non-
DIY	 route	 who	 wish	 to	 have	 Eisen	
Audio	build	them	a	unique	preamp	with	a	particular	tone,	
performance,	 look,	and/or	feature	set	not	found	in	any	
commercially	available	API	500-Series	compatible	preamps	
should	look	at	the	Eisen	Audio	Custom	preamp	service.

Standard	features	include	a	continuously	variable	gain	
control,	front	panel-positioned	XLR	mic	inputs;	front	panel-
positions	Hi-Z	(DI)	input	via	1/4-inch	jack,	48V	phantom	power	
switches,	pad,	and	polarity	reverse.	An	anodised	aluminium	
front	panel	is	available	in	black,	blue,	dark	green,	red,	gold,	
silver,	or	brown	with	standard	CNC	engraved	front	panel	
markings	(filled	with	coloured	paint	in	various	shades	of	black,	
white,	grey,	orange,	red,	yellow,	brown,	or	left	unfilled	for	a	
metallic	sheen).	All	are	modifiable	upon	request	along	with	a	
choice	of	buttons	and	knobs.
www.eisenaudio.com

shinyBox
ShinyBox	 is	 Jon	 Ulrigg,	 maker	 of	 ribbon	
microphones	 and	 studio	 electronics;	 his	 Si	
Microphone	Preamplifier	is	an	API	Series-500	
compatible	transformerless	design	with	up	to	
72dB	of	gain	in	6dB	steps,	10dB	output	trim,	and	
switchable	input	loading.
www.shinybox.com

elysia
The	xpressor	500	represents	 the	
company’s	 first	 foray	 into	 API’s	
500-Series	format	and	is	a	stereo	
compressor	with	a	discrete	audio	
path	running	in	constant	Class	A	
mode.	The	module	borrows	several	
features	 from	 elysia’s	 flagship	
products	 —	 alpha	 compressor,	
mpressor,	and	museq	—	including	
auto	fast	attack,	switchable	release	
characteristic,	warm	mode,	parallel	
compression,	sidechain	filter,	and	
gain	reduction	limiter.	
www.elysia.com

empirical labs
Empirical	Labs’	EL-DS	DerrEsser	is	billed	as	
being	a	multifunctional	dynamic	filtering	device	
in	an	API	500-Series	format	module;	as	such,	it	
has	four	operational	modes:	DS	Mode	(set	the	
threshold	to	tame	harsh	sibilants	from	an	overly	
bright	vocalist	or	EQing	in	a	non-level-sensitive	
fashion);	HF	Limit	(a	little	like	a	high	frequency	
compressor	—	gain	reduction	occurs	when	there	
is	enough	high	frequency	content	to	exceed	
the	threshold);	Highpass	(hear	high	frequencies	
being	controlled	with	the	dynamic/compression	
circuits	—	with	adjustable	corner	frequency);	
and	Lowpass	(hear	low	frequencies	unaffected	
by	the	VCA	and	dynamic/compression	circuits	
—	a	12dB/oct	filter	with	adjustable	corner	frequency.

Notable	specifications	include	a	3Hz	to	120kHz	frequency	
response;	115dB	dynamic	range;	DC	coupled	inputs	and	
outputs;	20kOhm	input	impedance;	and	8W	(max)	power	
consumption.
www.empiricallabs.com

The sound you can’t forget...
Because you’ve always known it

Disney Hall  L.A.

Find great spaces to place your  music

The  M7  Sterero Reverb Processor

The  M10 Remote Consolewww.bricasti.com
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FiveFish studios
FiveFish	Studios	offers	preamps	and	do-it-yourself	kits,	
including	several	API	Series-500	compatible	modules.	The	
SC-1mk500	is	a	solid-state	DC	servo,	dual-buffered	mic	
preamp	design	using	chipsets	from	THAT	Corp	and	Burr-
Brown	with	electronically-balanced	input	and	output	stages	
or	optional	input	transformer.	It	has	a	12-position	Grayhill	
gain	selector	switch	with	6dB	gain	steps	in	the	lower	range	
and	4dB	gain	steps	in	the	upper	range.

The	X-12mk500	is	a	mic	preamp	using	input	and	output	transformers	or	optional	990/2520	
format	discrete	op-amps,	offering	12-step	gain	from	22dB	to	68dB	in	4dB	steps,	-20dB	pad,	and	
48V	soft-start	phantom	power.	X-72mk500	is	a	mic	preamp	using	UK-sourced	input	and	output	
transformers	from	Carnhill	or	optional	990/2520	format	discrete	op-amps	while	the	MX5mk500	
mic	preamp	uses	the	same	Carnhill	input	transformer	and	a	custom-made	output	transformer.
www.fivefishstudios.com

grace Design
Grace	Design	relatively	recently	launched	the	m501	API	500-Series	compatible	
mic	preamp.	The	module	features	a	balanced,	transformer-less	signal	path	
incorporating	0.5%	precious	metal	resistors,	high-performance	output	line	
driver	and	HPF	amplifiers,	plus	RFI	suppression.	Other	notable	features	include	
a	12-position	gold-plated	gain	switch	with	a	sealed	gold	contact	relay	for	Hi-Z	
input	switching,	rotary	trim/gain	pot	(for	fine	tuning	gain	settings),	and	Grace	
Design’s	exclusive	ribbon	mic	mode.	This	raises	the	mic	impedance,	bypasses	the	
input	decoupling	capacitors,	and	deactivates	the	48V	phantom	power	to	protect	
delicate	ribbons	from	damage,	as	well	as	providing	a	10	to	75dB	gain	range.
www.gracedesign.com

JCF Audio
JCF	Audio’s	LEVR	is	an	active	summing	module	for	API’s	Series-500	frame	
format	that	can	be	ordered	in	pairs,	with	or	without	Cinemag	CMOQ-
2S	output	transformers.	Notable	features	include	9dB	front	panel	gain	
adjustment,	drive	and	punch	of	push-pull	circuitry	with	the	stability	of	
single-element	inputs,	0Ohm	balanced	AC	input	impedance,	200Ohm	
balanced	output	impedance,	variable	gain	from	0	to	+9dB,	all	with	less	
than	.01%	distortion	at	+4dBu.
www.jcfaudio.com

m105 – the full featured grace design 
mic preamplifier for the 500 series 

rack. VPR alliance approved. Complete 
with HI-Z input, Ribbon Mic Mode and 

our signature transparent, musical 
preamplifier circuitry. 

The perfect palate cleanser for all the 
high calorie treats in your lunchbox.

snack size

Grace Design in the UK:  Sound-Link Marketing  +44 (0) 1223 26 47 65  •  www.sound-link.co.uk  •  www.gracedesign.com

spotlight: sPl

M o d u l e s  f o r  s P l’s 
proprietary RackPack 
modular system include 
the Preference Mic-Pre, 
the Premium Mic-Pre 
( t r ip le - s tage  des ign 
w i t h  l u n d a h l  i n p u t 
transformers and discrete 
high-voltage transistors), 
the transient Designer, 
and the Ful l  Ranger 
graphic eQ with passive coil filters for the whole frequency spectrum. there’s 
also a Bass Ranger graphic eQ with passive coil filters for bass frequencies, the 
vox Ranger for vocal ranges, and the twintube tube effects processor. DynaMaxx 
is based on sPl’s full-size Model 9735 compressor/limiter/noise gate, albeit with 
just two controls: Compression and Make up gain and the Dual-Band De-esser 
module has high and low de-esser stages to increase processing effectiveness.

sPl is also set to launch the four-module RackPack 4 addition to the eight-
module RackPack frame and also manufactures the RackPack 500, opening up 
its proprietary modular system to also accommodate APi 500-series products 
from other manufacturers.
www.spl.info
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Roger schult
German	distribution	company	MasteringWorks	focuses	on	
high-end	audio	mastering	products;	as	such,	it	is	launching	
German	designer	Roger	Schult’s	Universalfilter	W2377,	an	
API	500-Series	compatible	fully	parametric	filter	module.	
Preliminary	tech	specs	read	as	follows:	level	control	(with	
0dB	midway	indent);	frequency	control	(low-,	mid-,	and	
high-band	filter);	nine-step	ELMA	switch	(for	filter	resonance	
adjustment);	frequency-selective	high-	and	low-pass	filter	
function;	true	bypass	and	solo	switches;	plus	pad.
www.rs-mastering.de

inward Connections
Inward	Connections’	range	of	API	
500-Series	compatible	modules	
include	the	EQ2P	fully-parametric	
2-band	EQ	using	SPA690	discrete	
amp	blocks	 that	are	capable	of	
20dB	boost/cut	per	band.	Features	
include	35Hz	 to	1kHz	 low-band	
frequency	range,	560Hz	to	16kHz	
high-band	frequency	range,	bypass	
switch,	100KOhm	balanced	input	
impedance,	 600Ohm	 balanced	
output	impedance,	and	20Hz	to	50kHz	frequency	response.	The	MDP500	discrete	mic	preamp	
with	DI	has	balanced	input	and	output	transformers;	output	level	rotary	control;	selectable	
high-pass	filter	switches	at	70Hz,	100Hz,	and	200Hz;	-20dB	pad	switch;	12-position	rotary	trim,	
adjustable	at	5dB	per	step	between	25	to	80dB;	and	Hi-Z	low-level	line	input.

The	OTP1A	all-discrete	limiter	has	the	same	Optocell	gain	reduction	circuitry	as	the	TSL-3	
Vac-Rac	tube	limiter	in	a	solid-state	format.	Features	include	gain	reduction	control	—	up	to	
40dB;	zero	adjust	trim;	output	level	control	–	100kOhm	balanced	output	impedance;	high-pass	
filter	—	250Hz	for	detector	circuit;	bypass	switch;	and	SPA690	all-discrete	amp	blocks.

The	StepEQ	fully-discrete	stepped	EQ	has	controls	reminiscent	of	the	Pultec	EQP-1A.	Features	
include:	selectable	high-mid	band	controls	—	4,	8,	12,	16,	and	20kHz;	selectable	mid-band	peak	
controls	—	1,	2,	3,	4,	5,	6,	8,	10,	12,	and	16kHz;	selectable	low-band	shelf	controls	—	20,	30,	
60,	90,	and	120Hz;	bypass	switch;	SPA690	discrete	amp	blocks;	and	differential	balanced	input	
transformer	–	600Ohm	input	impedance.	The	VC500	VCA	compressor	uses	the	SPA690	op-amp	
with	military	spec	construction.	It	has	a	transformerless	differential	balanced	input;	gain	makeup	
control	with	+/-16dB	attenuation;	-40	to	+22dB	threshold	control;	ratio	control	ranging	from	
2:1	to	30:1	to	infinity;	attack	control	ranging	from	.2ms	to	20ms;	release	control	ranging	from	
.1s	to	3s;	high-pass	filter	—	250Hz	for	detector	circuit;	stereo	link	switch;	and	bypass	switch).	

It’s	worth	noting	here	that	Inward	Connections	division	Tree	Audio	manufactures	the	Tree	500	
Console	as	a	fully-customisable	‘500	Series’	recording	console,	available	in	12-	or	24-channel	
configurations	with	three	tiers	of	API	500-Series	compatible	module	slots	available	for	any	
combination	of	API	500-Series	compatible	modules.
www.inwardconnections.com

Pete’s Place Audio
Avenson	Audio’s	BAC-500	is	an	API	500-Series	compatible	feedback-style	FET	
compressor	module	built	around	two	discrete	op	amps	and	a	custom-wound	output	
transformer	and	capable	of	delivering	almost	50dB	of	gain.	Notable	features	include	
a	three-position	sidechain	contour	switch,	eight-LED	gain	reduction	meter,	distortion	
and	bypass	buttons,	flexible	attack	and	release	controls,	five-position	(2:1	to	20:1)	
ratio	control,	plus	an	infinity	setting.
www.petesplaceaudio.com

Forssell technologies
The	SMP-500	is,	in	essence,	another	version	of	Forssell	Technologies’	SMP-2	
mic	preamp,	albeit	reengineered	to	work	within	an	API	Series-500	single-
space.	Circuitry-wise,	it	features	an	all-Class	A	discrete	JFET	front	end	with	a	
gain	range	of	+8	to	+64dB	in	24	switched	steps;	a	fully	balanced	and	floating	
output	with	a	maximum	output	level	of	more	than	+26dBu;	plus	polarity	invert	
and	48V	phantom	power	switches.
www.forsselltech.com

Roll Music systems
Roll	Music	Systems’	RMS5A7	is	billed	as	a	real,	transformer-coupled	
vacuum	tube	(12DW7/ECC832/7247)	mic	preamp	packaged	in	an	
API	Series-500	compatible	single-space	module.	Specs	are	quoted	
as	1200Ohm	balanced	input	impedance,	300Ohm	balanced	output	
impedance,	+22dBu	RMS	maximum	input	level,	+25dBu	RMS	maximum	
output	level,	33	to	66dB	gain	range	and	-20dB	input	pad.
www.rollmusic.com

Foote Control systems
The	P3500	Compressor	is	an	API	Series-500	compatible	compressor	boasting	
a	102.1dBA	dynamic	range	that	permits	switching	between	feed-forward	
and	feedback	topology	with	automatic	time	constraints	for	almost	‘autopilot’	
operation.	The	features	include	balanced	I-O;	high-quality	conductive	plastic	
potentiometers;	gold-plated	switch	contacts;	AR	mode	(for	custom-tailored	
attack	and	release	times);	NL	(Non-Linear)	mode	(that	automatically	adjusts	
time	constraints	according	to	programme	material	content)	and	RMS	mode	
(uses	human	ear	responses	as	a	compression	model).	The	Peak	mode	uses	
peak	detection	for	thick	compression	characteristics	and	there’s	a	high-
pass	filter	at	100kHz	before	detector,	variable	threshold	(-36	to	+20dB),	
continuously	variable	ratio	(1:1	to	12:1),	makeup	gain	(-20	to	+20dB);	+27dBu	
maximum	output	level;	20kOhm	(balanced)/10kOhm	(unbalanced)	input	
impedance;	and	50Ohm	output	impedance.	Also	available	is	the	PS3500S	
Stereo	Expander,	which	turns	the	P3500	Compressor	into	a	stereo	unit.
www.mercenary.com

laChapell Audio
Mic	preamp	specialist	LaChapell	Audio’s	Model	583S	purports	to	
be	the	first	vacuum	tube	preamp	designed	for	API’s	500-Series	
frame	format.	It’s	based	on	the	company’s	‘full-size’	Model	992EG	
(Extended	Gain)	platform	to	include	a	traditional	single-ended-
type	input	stage	using	a	1:10	mic	input	transformer	together	with	
an	ECC83/12AX7	vacuum	tube,	while	the	output	stage	uses	Burr-
Brown	and	THAT	Corporation	line	drivers.

The	more	expensive	Model	583E	 features	 the	same	
amplifier	stage	as	the	583S,	including	the	Jensen	JT-115k	
input	transformer,	coupled	with	an	ultra-clean	transformerless	
3-band	EQ	section	with	sweeping	frequency	controls	(low:	
30	to	400Hz;	mid:	325Hz	to	5kHz;	high:	2.5	to	20kHz)	and	

+/-8dB	cut/boost	settings.	The	EQ	can	serve	the	preamp	as	an	integrated	EQ	or	separately	as	
its	own	autonomous	module	with	both	‘units’	running	independently.
www.lachapellaudio.com

Something Old Something New
Vertigo has perfected the blend of the old and new.   

Old style smooth vca compression with the latest circuitry give the 
highest performance and the latest mastering grade signal path.

The VSC-2 is a quad discrete compressor using four vcas built by hand in 
Germany using only discrete components of the highest quality.   
The VSC-2 is packed with features with a minimum of circuitry,  

for the ultimate pure signal path. 
The Vertigo 1979 VCA is unique and has been designed to mimic old 

style 70’s & 80’s compressors, giving an analogue punch and clarity that 
is impossible to imitate with software plug-ins.

The Vertigo gives you a sense of trust and security, that your entire mix  
programme is safeguarded from becoming cheap sounding  
and one-dimensional. - Matt Howe - Grammy Award Winner.  

v e r t i g o s o u n d . c o m

As a stereo bus compressor the unit excels.  Across the mix, the sound is punchy 
and dynamic, the 1979 VCA adds a certain vintage-style colouration as it is pushed 
and a pleasent subtle crunchiness begins to occur. - George Shilling - Resolution

Vertigo3.6.indd   1 24/4/09   13:04:35
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tonelux Designs

Tonelux	manufactures	an	extensive	range	of	proprietary	
(Tonelux)	modules,	mountable	in	the	company’s	VRACK	
(a	3U	rack-mountable	unit	that	can	house	up	to	16,	1	slot,	
Tonelux	modules)	or	V8	Roadster	(eight-slot	portable),	or	be	
configured	to	form	a	complete	console.

Typical	product	configurations	include:	MP1a	(discrete	mic	
preamp	with	a	front	panel-mounted	Combo	XLR/DI;	20dB	
pad,	48V	phantom	power,	and	phase	or	polarity	switches;	
eight-segment	VU	meter);	EQ4P	(discrete	4-band	parametric	
EQ	with		Constant	Energy	Curve);	and	the	MX2	mono	input	
line	mixer	using	a	proprietary	all-discrete	TX-240	op-amp	and,	
with	transformer	option,	an	all-discrete	TX-260	output	stage.
www.tonelux.com

Mooktronics Research
Hollywood-headquartered	Mooktronics	
Research’s	API	500-Series	compatible	PDI	
500	is	a	passive	DI	box	module	available	
with	a	 Jensen	 transformer	 (impedance	
ratio	200kOhm	to	1.5KOhm;	turns	ratio:	
12:1;	linearity	20Hz	to	50kHz)	or	Cinemag	
transformer	(impedance	ratio:	20kOhm	to	
150Ohm;	turns	ratio:	12:1;	linearity	20Hz	
to	50kHz).	It	features	1/4-inch	gold-plated	
input	and	through	jacks,	pad,	-20	button,	

polarity	reversal,	G-Lift	(eliminates	hum	and	buzz),	and	logic-
controlled	relays.
www.conwayrecording.com/mooktronics/

Prodigy engineering
Prodigy	Engineering	
has	 a 	 s ingle	 API	
500-Series	compatible	
module	in	its	product	
line	 up	 —	 namely,	
the	Bella.	Purportedly	
the	 f i r s t 	 remote-
controllable	(Mac	OS	
X	only)	API	500-Series	
c o m p a t i b l e 	 m i c	
preamp	 it	 features	
an	original	 amplifier	
design;	relay	stepped	
gain	(18	to	60dB	in	1dB	increments),	switchable	high-pass	
filter,	48V	phantom	power,	polarity,	and	mute;	cross-channel	
selection	and	group;	and	seamless	integration	with	DAWs	
and	control	surfaces.
www.prodigy-eng.com

standard Audio
Standard	 Audio’s	 Level-Or	 is	 an	 API	
Series-500	rack	compatible	JFET	limiter/
distortion	 processor,	 inspired	 by	 the	
1960s-vintage	Shure	Level-Loc	PA	limiter.	
In	Level	mode	acts	like	the	Level-Loc,	albeit	
with	an	additional,	faster	release	time	and	
a	broader	range	of	compressed	sounds;	
in	Crunch	mode	it	sweeps	the	input	level	
over	the	provided	range	to	create	subtle	
saturation	and	harmonic	enhancement.	
Notable	features	include	a	transformer-
balanced	input,	electronically-balanced	line	
level	input	stage	(driving	balanced	loads	as	
low	as	600Ohm),	and	output	level	control.
www.standard-audio.com

JlM Audio

JLM	Audio’s	API	Series-500	compatible	module	line	up	
includes	the	Dual99v500	mic	preamp	that	uses	two	of	the	
company’s	own	discrete	99V	op-amps	as	a	two-stage	gain	
path	to	provide	75dB	of	gain.	Notable	features	for	each	
channel	include	48V	phantom	power,	phase	switch,	20dB	pad	
switch,	inline	input	transformer,	200Ohm	to	3kOhm	variable	
impedance,	80Hz	HPF	switch,	and	gain	switched	in	5dB	steps	
from	20	to	75dB.	There’s	an	output	trim	pot	with	-5	to	0dB	
range	—	-90	to	0dB	with	knob	pulled	out	—	internal	jumper	
for	output	ground	lift,	and	a	doubled-sided	gold-plated	rear-
edge	connector.

The	HPM500	is	a	6-channel	balanced	input	mixer	with	
switched	panning	and	level	control	per	input	that	fits	into	
an	Model	500-6B	Lunchbox.	The	NV500	is	JLM’s	take	on	
the	Neve	1073/1290	mic	preamp	with	a	fully	variable	input	
impedance.	Features	include	48V	phantom	power,	phase	
switch,	20dB	pad	switch,	80Hz	HPF	switch,	and	an	output	
trim	pot	with	-5	to	0dB	range.	The	PEQ500	is	a	Pultec	EQP-
1A	and	EQP-1R-type	passive	EQ	circuit	combined	with	eight	
additional	low	and	five	additional	high	frequencies,	plus	a	Q	
control	capable	of	going	twice	as	wide	as	a	standard	Pultec	
for	the	high	boost	bell	curve.
www.jlmaudio.com

shadow Hills
Mono	GAMA	is	an	API	Series-500	compatible	
single-space	modular	version	of	its	GAMA	
(Golden	Age	Microphone	Amp),	complete	
with	all	the	features.	There’s	a		Jensen	input	
transformer,	plus	recreations	of	the	company’s	
favourite	output	transformers,	the	output	of	
which	can	be	changed	by	turning	the	Nickel/
Discrete/Steel	selector.	Standard	mic	preamp	
features	include	phantom	power,	phase	reverse,	
20dB	pad,	and	DI,	alongside	a	24-position,	
Swiss-made	attenuator	for	gain	control.
www.vintageking.com

lipinski sound Corporation
The	 L-609	 API	 Series-500	
compatible	mic	preamp	has	
all-discrete,	Class	A	patented	
Lipinski	 Square	 Modules	
circuitry,	no	capacitors	or	ICs	
in	 the	 signal	 path,	 resistor-
less	20dB	pad,	 transformer-
less/transformer	input	mode,	
negative	 feedback	 loop-
implemented	gain	control	and	
precision	rotary	gain	control.	
The	 L-629	 compressor	 has	
operational	principals	based	on	
the	Fairchild	670	and	no	noise	
or	distortion	through	patented	
Lipinski	circuitry	—	claiming	

0.04%	maximum	distortion	at	the	highest	18dB	compression	
setting	—	an	attack	time	of	0.01ms,	and	hardwiring	for	stereo	
and	surround	operation.
www.lipinskisound.com

spotlight: Audient
the Black series is a modular rack processing 
system using proprietary technology developed by 
Dave Dearden. the series comprises five modules, 
10 of which can be accommodated in the externally 
Psu-powered, 19-inch rack-mountable Black Rack 
BR-10 (with an integrated rear connector allowing 
them to be freely installed in whatever running 
order suits the user, being able to hold analogue 
modules or up to four 24-bit/192kHz Black A-DC 
convertor modules).

Black Comp is a discrete Class A opto 
compressor with transformer balanced input, 
vu meter — switched between gain reduction 
and output level — auto-release function, 
‘Overcomp’ Fet-based compression circuit for 
over-compression, ‘smooth’ dual-time constant 
mode for overall mix bus compression; and linking 
of modules for multichannel use. Black eQ is a 
discrete Class A 4-band eQ with transformer-
balanced input, ‘enhanced slope’ HF/lF shelving, 
high-mid presence/absence, and swept low-mid, 
‘Overtone’ lF band-specific harmonic enhancement, ‘glo’ lF band-specific dynamic eQ, and ‘tilt’, which shifts 
overall tonal balance around 1kHz. Black Pre is a discrete circuitry-equipped mic preamp with transformer-
balanced mic and line inputs and unbalanced instrument/Di input, ‘HMX’ harmonic sculpting; variable high-pass 
filter, polarity invert switch, and 12-segment display.

the Black time Machine is a low-jitter master word clock generator with up to 192kHz sampling frequency, 
two Aes outputs and a word clock output.

More recently, Audient announced availability of the BB4, a smaller, portable carry-handle-equipped rack 
with integrated power supply, capable of housing up to four Black series modules. earlier this year Audient 
released the Black 500 adapter, a metalwork caddy that slots into the Black series racks to accommodate any 
single APi series-500 compatible module alongside Audient’s original Black series modules.
www.audient.com
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Purple Audio

Purple	Audio	has	a	raft	of	API	500-Series	compatible	modules	
to	its	name.	Action	is	FET	compressor	reminiscent	of	the	
company’s	own	MC77	reengineered	Universal	Audio1176-
type	FET	compressor/limiter,	featuring	a	constant	impedance	
600Ohm	input	attenuator	feeding	the	input	transformer	—	
making	the	input	more	resistant	to	overloading.	There’s	a	Class	
A	KDJ3	op-amp,	Class	AB	KDj4	output	op-amp,	driving	a	
custom	hexafilar	nickel	and	steel	output	transformer,	total	gain	
is	45dBu	with	4:1,	8:1,	12:1,	20:1,	and	infinity:1	—	all	buttons	
in	–	ratios.	It	has	continuously	variable	attack	and	release	time,	
600Ohm	input	impedance	and	600Ohm	output	impedance.

The	Biz	Mk	mic	preamp	and	DI	has	a	+27dBu	maximum	
output	level,	60dB	maximum	gain	in	single	mic	mode	or	75dB	
in	dual	mic	mode.	Cans	is	a	discrete	stereo	headphone	amp	
and	control	room	preamp.	Featuring	a	10kOhm	transformer-
balanced	input,	15dBu	gain,;	individual	channel	cuts,	channel	
swap,	channel	sum	to	mono	plus	a	precision-matched	stereo	
level	control.	LILPEQr	was	designed	by	Eisen	Audio	as	Purple	
Audio’s	take	on	its	favourite	vintage	tube	or	valve	programme	
EQs	—	the	Lang	PEQ-1	and	Klangfilm	RZ062	–	but	in	a	
compact,	solid-state	format.	It	offers	high	and	low	frequency	
shelf	boost/cut	and	transformer-balanced	I-O	with	bridging	
20kOhm	input.

Odd	is	a	4-band	inductor-based	EQ	with	switchable	high	
frequency	from	bell	to	shelf,	4kHz/1.5kHz	high-mid	frequency,	
650Hz/300Hz	 low-mid	 frequency	 and	150Hz/75Hz	 low	
frequency	—	also	switchable	from	bell	to	shelf,	with	a	12dB	
boost/cut	available	on	each	band.	Pants	is	a	four-op	differential	
mic	preamp	with	a	dual-bobbin	Cinemag	input	transformer	—	
the	front	panel-mounted	DI	going	through	a	FET	buffer	into	the	
input	transformer,	with	the	DI	load	switch	giving	two	options.	
Specs	include	+33dBu	maximum	output	level,	72dB	maximum	
gain	in	normal	mic	mode	or	78dB	in	high	mic	mode.

TAV	is	a	10-band	inductor-based	graphic	EQ	allowing	each	
band	to	be	cut	or	boost	by	12dB,	offering	a	+/1	0.25dB	
frequency	response	from	15Hz	to	25kHz	and	-3dB	at	60kHz.	
Purple	Audio	also	produces	the	Sweet	Ten,	its	own	10-slot	API	
Series-500	frame	format	module	rack	with	a	second	balanced	
output	using	-2	and	link	pins	for	Purple	Audio	preamps’	
split	output	and	compressor	linking.	The	Moiyn	all-discrete	
8-channel	summing	amp	transforms	the	Sweet	Ten	into	an	
8x2	mixer	(albeit	only	working	in	the	rack’s	ninth’s	slot).	Bust	
is	an	eight-bus	router	rack,	the	first	in	a	series	of	new	1.5-inch	
module	racks	in	which	to	build	full-function	consoles.
www.purpleaudio.com

safe sound Audio
The	P501	Audio	Processor	is	an	API	500-Series	compatible	
tracking	toolbox.	Its	front	end	is	a	60kHz	
bandwidth	mic	 input	with	72dB	of	gain,	
a	high-impedance	instrument	input,	and	
balanced	line	input	—	all	accessible	via	a	
single	gain	knob,	plus	a	switchable	80Hz	
high-pass	filter.	The	compressor	is	based	on	
the	company’s	original	P1	Audio	Processor	
design	using	a	multistage	 sidechain	 to	
provide	tightly-controlled	vocal	compression	using	adjustable	
threshold,	ratio,	and	attack	controls	with	auto-gain	makeup.	A	
balanced	output	stage	with	+22dBu	drive	capability,	+/-15dB	
output	gain	control	(post	limiter),	and	onboard	LED	bargraph	
metering	for	audio	level	and	gain	reduction	complete	the	
package.	
www.safesoundaudio.com

lAZ electronics

A n o t h e r	
m e m b e r 	 o f	
the	 GroupDIY	
51X	 Alliance,	
the	 UK’s	 LAZ	
E l e c t r o n i c s	
manufactures	
primarily	for	the	API	500-Series	and	51X-500-Series	frame	
formats.		The	range	currently	includes	the	EQA	3-band	EQ	
with	sweepable	high-shelf,	sweepable	mid	with	switchable	
Q,	and	sweepable	shelf/peak	low	band.	It	has	a	discrete	FET	
input,	continuously	variable	12dB/oct	high-pass	and	lowpass	
filters,	differential	input;	and	transformer-balanced	output.	
The	FSC	Forssell	Side	Chain	Series-500	opto-compressor	
kit	is	based	on	Fred	Forssell’s	published	design	that	is	only	
available	as	a	DIY	kit.

The	MPA	is	a	discrete,	dual-stage	mic	and	DI	preamp	with	up	
to	80dB	of	gain.	It	features	a	discrete	FET	input,	relay-switched	
DI,	48V	phantom	power,	20dB	pad,	polarity	flip,	plus	an	80Hz	
discrete	FET	12dB/oct	high-pass	filter.	
www.lazpro.com

Buzz Audio
Buzz	Audio	produces	
four	 API	 500-Series	
compatible	modules,	
all	 featuring	 a	 new	
design	 combining	
high-speed	True	Class	
A	discrete	amplifiers	
with	high	spec	Lundahl	audio	transformers.	The	Exilir	is	a	
true	Class	A	mic	and	instrument	amp	with	a	mic	input	gain	
range	of	22dB	to	70dB	or	-2dB	to	50dB	with	the	-20dB	pad	
selected,	41-position	max	trimmed	gain	control,	output	mute	
and	Hi/Lo	input	impedance	switches,	and	a	four-LED	peak	
level	meter.	Essence	is	a	Class	A	differential	opto	compressor	
with	a	control	circuit	design	based	on	the	company’s	SOC	
1.1	stereo	optical	compressor,	using	the	same	differential	
drive	side	chain	topology	to	process	positive	and	negative	
audio	waveforms	in	separate	paths	to	create	faster	attack	
times.	The	module	occupies	two	slots	in	a	500-Series	rack	
with	accordingly	higher	120mA	power	consumption,	though	
being	spread	over	two	standard	60mA	each	slots	this	is	said	
to	be	fine	with	all	racks.

Potion	is	a	Class	A	FET	compressor	that	combines	a	FET	
with	new	Buzz	Audio	control	circuitry	to	achieve	an	original	
compression	characteristic,	including	so-called	Release	Time	
Reduction	circuitry	to	automatically	alter	the	release	time	
setting	of	the	compressor,	depending	on	the	attack	depth	
to	prevent	undesirable	‘pumping’	artefacts	when	using	faster	
attack	settings	—	approaching	the	performance	of	‘look	
ahead’	digital	limiters	within	analogue	domain	constraints	
when	set	to	a	20:1	ratio).	Tonic	is	Class	A	equalizer	offering	
three	bands	with	a	sweep	midrange	section	—	from	75	to	
1500Hz	with	a	midrange	Q	using	a	Constant	Amplitude	Phase	
Shift	circuit.	The	high	band	is	switchable	from	bell	to	shelf	
and	features	5kHz	and	11kHz	frequency	settings,	as	is	the	
low	band,	boasting	120Hz	and	60Hz	frequency	settings	with	
+/-15dB	of	boost.
www.buzzaudio.com

Avedis Audio electronics
Avedis	Audio	Electronics’	MA5	is	a	single-slot	
API	500-Series	compatible	single-ended	Class	
A	mic	preamp	with	a	UK-manufactured	Carnhill/
St	Ives	custom	transformer	and	custom-designed	
Jensen	output	transformer;	stepped-gain	(in	5dB	
steps)	rotary	switch;	output	level	pot	for	trim	
and	mute;	28kHz	pushbutton	(to	highlight	high	
frequency	detail);	and	custom-made	Marconi-
style	knobs.
www.avedisaudio.com
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Rupert Neve Designs
The	Portico	Series	of	 so-called	
‘all-analogue	building	blocks’	is	a	
proprietary	range	of	‘half-rack’	sized	
modules	available	in	horizontal	or	
vertical	formats.

This	currently	comprises	the	5012	Duo	Mic	Preamp,	5014	Stereo	Field	Editor,	5015	Mic	Pre/
Compressor,	5032	Mic	Pre/Equaliser,	5033	5-band	Equaliser,	5042	Tape	Emulator	and	the	5043	
Duo	Compressor.	

RND	manufactures	various	accessories,	including	the	Vertical	Frame	Kit,	an	optional	19-inch	
frame	capable	of	housing	eight	vertical	Portico	modules,	and	includes	space	for	an	included	
eight-way	power	supply.	
There’s	also	a	Half	Rack	
Joining	Kit	designed	to	
mount	a	single	Portico	
module	 in	 a	 1U	 rack	
space	and	a	Horizontal	
Joining	Kit	for	mounting	two	Portico	modules	in	a	1U.

The	5088	Discrete	Analogue	Mixer	has	a	modular	architecture	that	permits	the	addition	of	
two	penthouses	to	accommodate	vertical	Portico	modules.
www.rupertneve.com

         Pendulum Audio
Pendulum	has	chosen	to	reproduce	the	core	performance	of	its	OCL-2	Compressor/
Limiter	in	its	first	API	500-Series	compatible	single-space	module,	the	OCL-500,	
which	features	the	same	compression	circuit,	but	uses	a	transformer-less	Class	A	
solid-state	makeup	circuit	in	place	of	the	tube	stage.	Similarly,	the	OCL-500	has	
a	wide	range	of	time	constants	and	dynamic	control	to	optimise	compression	
characteristics,	including	a	sidechain	high-pass	filter.	Notable	specifications	include	
a	+27dBu	(balanced)	maximum	output	level,	27dB	maximum	gain	reduction,	10Hz	
to	95kHz	frequency	response	(+/-1dB),	and	1.5:1	to	15:1	compression	ratios.
www.pendulumaudio.com

XQP (Xylene Quickened Products)
The	API	Series-500	compatible	531	Optical	De-esser	module	is	a	derivative	of	the	
little-known	Dane	Optical	De-esser	#31	(circa-1997).	Using	a	pair	of	VACTROL	
opto-isolators	for	gain	reduction,	the	circuit	is	essentially	unchanged	from	the	
original,	bar	a	few	minor	revisions	for	stability	and	consistency	from	unit	to	unit.
www.xqpaudio.com

spotlight: tube-tech

tube-tech has its own proprietary modular rack format in the RM series. the RM 
series differs from APi’s 500-series approach in that the Psu provides all the 
high voltages needed to properly handle tube technology. RM modules currently 
include the CM 1A Compressor; the eM 1A equaliser; and PM 1A Mic-pre.

tube-tech also manufacturers the RM2 (two-slot frame and power supply) and 
the RM8 (eight-slot frame and power supply).
www.tube-tech.com
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T he Workhorse is a combination 500 series 
lunchbox frame and summing mixer 
designed to work with today’s computer 
based workstations. The design allows up to 

eight 500 series modules to be combined in series or 
in parallel and then ‘mixed’ to the master section for 
stereo recording. 

Following the API VPR 500 series specification, the 
Workhorse is designed to be backwards compatible 
with current 500 series products. Each slot is outfitted 
with XLR-M input and XLR-F output for direct patching 
to the module. This is augmented by TRS connectors 
to simplify interfacing with ¼-inch balanced and 
unbalanced signals. Separate 25-pin D-subs are wired 
to the Tascam standard for easy 8-channel interfacing 
with workstations and standalone recorders. 

As the Workhorse is intended to interface with 
as many different modules as possible, a special 
TRS connector called Omniport allows the designer 
to introduce a module-specific feature — such as a 
key input on a gate, footswitch for a guitar interface, 
or an extra output for a re-amping module — as a 
means of expanding functionality. Even and odd 
numbered slots may also be linked together for stereo 
by assigning the rear panel switch. To manage signal 
flow, each card slot is equipped with a ‘feed’ function 
that sends the output from the first module into the 
next. This feature allows the engineer to create a 
custom channel strip by combining a preamp with 
an EQ, compressor and gate and feed the mix bus by 
taking the signal from the last module in the series 
chain or by combining their outputs in parallel via the 
mix bus which drives the master mix section.

The Workhorse master section features a low noise 
virtual earth mix bus and is equipped with individual 
channel-on, level and pan controls for each of the 
eight channel slots. This allows each channel to be 
auditioned individually or mixed in stereo to the 
master outputs, monitor outs or the headphones. The 
master out is Jensen transformer isolated to deliver a 
more ‘vintage tone’ while providing galvanic isolation 
to reduce noise; the Monitor Out is IC balanced when 
you don’t want the colour of a transformer. A separate 
25-pin D-sub allows 8-channel summing for those 
who prefer the sound of analogue over in-the-box 
digital. Dual headphone outputs with a mono select 
makes the Workhorse suitable for live recording 
environments and multiple Workhorse frames can be 
used in tandem for 16, 24 or more channel mixing 
using the expansion bus. 

Like all Radial products, the Workhorse is made 
from 14-gauge steel and finished in a rugged baked 
enamel finish. The card slot bay has a removable tray 

equipped with slide-in guides that make swapping 
modules easy. To ensure optimum performance, 
each module receives +/-16V with 130mA of current 
plus 48V phantom for microphone preamps. The 
Workhorse derives its main power from a custom-
designed universal switching supply. The external 
supply eliminates issues such as hum caused by 
magnetic coupling. Careful attention has been paid 
to power supply filtering and tracking inside the 
Workhorse. This protects against module failure caused 
by harmful voltage swings that could otherwise affect 
other modules. Separate power supply and phantom 
status LEDs illuminate when power levels are normal. 

When we were showing our first lunchbox module 
prototypes, we purchased a couple of power supply 
racks so that we could demo the product. As soon 
as we started to plug the modules in and out, we 
noticed that the card edge connectors were difficult 
to line up and wondered why no one had fixed this 
obvious problem. It seemed strange to us that such an 
innovative idea had not evolved since its 25 plus year 
history. This got us thinking about how the Lunchbox 
is used today, how it could interface with DAWs and 
where it could be used. It seemed to us that with most 
folks recording ‘in the box’, lunchbox modules now 
play a different role in that they are most often used 
as the primary intake for audio before it is digitised; 
used as audio sweeteners; or as part of the mastering 
or mix process. The racks that were on the market 
did not seem to address this so we had no choice. 
The only way to make all of this work for us was to 
redesign the lunchbox to adapt, while retaining old-
style module compatibility. 

As we delved further into the project we found 
that what should be ‘standards’ were not always 
consistent. We found variations in metalwork, 
some module manufacturers had different power 
requirements, and no set rules when it came to 
establishing the bus levels. 

Once we got the Workhorse frame designed, we 
then found that the traditional feature set was limited 
to traditional audio modules. This got our creative 
juices going. We wanted the Workhorse to be wide 
open — in other words we wanted guitarists to be 
able to use it. Omniport opened the door by allowing 
each module to have a unique access point for audio 
or some type of relay function. Now, a mic preamp 
could also have an instrument input or you could add 
a second balanced out for a distribution box. 

We have opened the book on the Workhorse to 
allow any engineer to produce modules that will be 
compatible with the Radial Workhorse while still 
being 100% compatible with API’s original system.

The workhorse was designed from the ground 
up. That meant we had to have a bigger supply 
and incorporate tracking into the rack power supply 
to avoid failure to rack and modules in case one 
module should find a power short. The outboard 
medical grade power supply also has a shut down 
feature separate of the workhorse internal protection 
circuits. We also increased the phantom voltage to 
just over the industry standard of 14mA, something 
that was lacking on some racks, limiting microphone 
performance. The internal removable tray allows an 
easier ‘plug and play’ feature for the user, modules 
slide in and out with ease.

The current rack standard uses In, Out, and power 

pins. We use the same pins including the pin 6 
Link function and used the remaining pins for the 
Omniport and bus feed. The bus feed comes from Pin 
11 which it may with many existing modules that 
have the old gain feature, but don’t actually have a 
bus feed built in. For the virtual earth bus feed we use 
4.7kOhms, which is the same impedance as the RND 
Portico series bus feed to allow maximum flexibility. 
The bus feature is so simple, nearly anyone can mod 
any module to be bus compatible.n

Creating a Workhorse
Radial Engineering president PETER JANIS gives an explanation of the technology and 
thinking behind the Workhorse modular chassis.

Radial engineering

There	are	currently	seven	Radial	modules	under	way.	The	
PowerPre	is	a	100%	discrete	preamp	with	transformer	coupled	
output.	Three	voices	have	been	included	in	the	design	to	
allow	the	engineer	to	select	more	‘air’	with	added	high-end	to	
enhance	male	vocals	and	folk	guitar;	‘punch’	with	more	lows	
to	enhance	female	voice	or	fatten	up	guitar	tracks;	or	a	‘linear’	
setting	for	classical	instruments.	

The	JDV	is	a	Class-A	instrument	interface	with	a	feed-forward	
circuit	that	eliminates	negative	feedback	loops	in	the	front	
end.	Less	feedback	results	in	a	more	open	and	natural	sound	
and	more	harmonic	content.	This	is	augmented	by	drag	
Control	load	correction	and	a	fully	variable	low	cut	filter.	

To	address	recording	direct,	Radial	has	modified	the	JDX	
and	added	a	direct	from	guitar	input.	This	introduces	the	
sound	of	a	typical	4	x	12	cabinet	making	it	easy	to	grab	an	
overdrive	and	guitar	and	start	recording	without	having	to	set	
up	mics.	JDX-Lunchbox	is	able	to	perform	the	other	features	
found	on	the	original	and	adds	Fizz	control	to	help	reduce	
odd-order	harmonics.	

With	re-amping	gaining	more	advocates,	Radial	has	taken	
the	X-Amp	and	added	a	second	amplifier	output	with	its	own	
level	control.	The	EXTC	is	a	guitar	effects	pedal	interface	
that	lets	you	take	a	balanced	signal	and	convert	it	to	Hi-Z	for	
guitar	pedals.	

The	Komit	is	a	compressor-limiter	that	combines	old-school	
diode-bridge	limiting	with	the	latest	VCA	technology.	Three	
dynamic	settings	for	slow,	medium	and	fast	transient	response	
make	it	easy	to	set	and	because	the	design	lets	you	‘drive’	into	
the	limiter	you	can	create	crunch.	

The	Phazer	is	a	clone	of	the	standalone	model.	This	allows	
any	two	signals	to	be	time	shifted	to	bring	them	into	phase	
for	fatter	sounds	or	move	them	electronically	to	create	effects.	
It	is	Class-A.
www.radialeng.com
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